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Shield tunneling adjacent to pile groups is always an unavoidable problem in urban metro construction. A case was found in the project of Tianjin Metro Line 7, where a shield tunnel would be constructed near the existing pile groups of Shiyou Bridge. The whole shield tunnel is close to pile groups, and the minimum distance is only 0.8 m. Therefore, four kinds of protective schemes are proposed in this paper. It is vital to select an appropriate protective scheme to guarantee the safety during the tunnel construction. In this study, the main mechanical characteristic and physical parameters of site soil were obtained through laboratory tests. Besides, the three-dimensional finite element method was carried out to compare and analyze the effectiveness of the protective schemes in mitigating the effects of tunneling on adjacent pile groups. The results show that the deep-hole grouting scheme has better control effect on the lateral deformation and bending moment of piles, while the pile foundation underpinning scheme has better effectiveness on reducing the settlement of bridge structure and ground deformation. Finally, the deep-hole grouting reinforcement scheme will be adopted to ensure the shield passing through the pile groups smoothly.

1. Introduction

With the development of urban underground space, there are more and more cases of shield tunneling underneath or adjacent to existing pile foundations of buildings. Tunnel construction inevitably redistributes the initial stress of soil, causing surface subsidence, inclination, curvature change, horizontal dislocation, and discontinuous deformation, which may affect the nearby pile foundations, thus bringing potential safety hazards to the building structures [1–7]. The effect of tunneling on existing pile foundations has caused great trouble to the design and construction of urban subway, and many researchers have studied it by numerical and analytical methods [8–16]. Besides, a number of centrifuge model tests [17–23] and field observations [24–31] have been carried out to investigate the influence of tunneling on ground and nearby pile foundations.

Underground pile foundations are dense in cities with crowded buildings. If the distance between pile foundation and shield is too close, tunneling may cause uneven settlement, structural deformation, and cracks in buildings [32–37]. To ensure the smooth advance of shield and the safety of adjacent pile foundations, it is necessary to take some protective measures [38–50]. Bilotta and Russo [42] adopted a simple row of piles to prevent buildings from being damaged by tunneling. Through three-dimensional finite element analysis and centrifugal test, it was concluded that settlement reduction is significant for very small spacing, and large spacing piles are also helpful in reduction of average horizontal strain. Bai et al. [43] adopted three protection techniques in the complicated construction processes: an underground cutoff wall was used to separate the buildings and tunnel when their distance is less than 5 m; the grouting reinforcement technique was adopted when the
minimum distance is between 5 m and 10 m; and if the minimum distance is larger than 10 m, the optimized construction parameters were selected to reduce the influence induced by the excavation. Fu et al. [45] evaluated the effectiveness of underground jet-grouted partition wall in mitigating the effects of shield-tunnel construction on existing piled structures through numerical analysis and field monitoring. Their results indicated that the presence of partition wall can relieve the existing piles from suffering from differential displacement, thereby improving the mechanical performance of pile-pier interaction. Wang et al. [46] expanded and strengthened the raft foundation of Fengqi Bridge and improved the composite ground. They analyzed monitoring data before and after the shield body crossing the bridge and found that these enhancements can effectively decrease bridge settlement during tunneling and improve mechanical conditions of bridge structures.

However, in such a difficult engineering background, the previous researches on this aspect are still not rich enough. With the process of urbanization, there are more projects of tunneling underneath or adjacent to pile foundations, and the spacing between pile foundation and shield is getting smaller. These researches mainly concentrate on conventional pile foundation, while little research was done to study the deep foundations of overpasses or viaducts, especially when the tunnel is so close to the pile foundation.

In the project of Tianjin Metro Line 7, the tunnel was constructed near the existing pile groups of Shiyou Bridge. In order to ensure the smooth advance of shield and the safety of adjacent pile groups, this paper makes a comparative study of the effects of protective schemes on reducing the influence of tunnel construction on pile foundations. The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the overview of Tianjin Metro Line 7 project and describes the site geology. The main mechanical characteristic and physical parameters of site soil were obtained through laboratory tests. In Section 3, the method of establishing the three-dimensional numerical model of tunnel and bridge and the constitutive model and calculation parameters are described. Section 4 illustrates the four protective schemes and their applications. In Section 5, by performing a series of three-dimensional finite element analyses, the stress and deformation of pile groups affect by tunneling were studied. The numerical results of three cases were compared to evaluate the effectiveness of the protective schemes in mitigating the effects of tunnel construction on adjacent pile groups. And a scheme suitable for tunnel construction was proposed. Finally, conclusions and sum-up of the paper are presented.

2. Engineering Background

2.1. Project Overview. As shown in Figure 1, Tianjin Metro Line 7 is located in Tianjin, China. The metro line is 26.5 km in total length, which was constructed as twin-bored single-track tunnels with 21 stations. According to the design documents, the interval tunnel from Lijiang Road station to Tumor Hospital station would have to pass the adjacent pile groups of Shiyou Bridge. The twin tunnels with an outer diameter of 6.0 m having a lining thickness of 0.3 m were excavated by using two earth pressure balance (EPB) shield-tunnel boring machines. The overburden above the tunnel varies from 17.3 to 19.1 m. The Shiyou Bridge is a pier column bridge, and the deck structure is a concrete continuous box girder with a width of 7 m. Under each pile cap, there are four bored piles with a diameter of 1 m, a length of 40 m, and a spacing of 2.6 m.

The spatial position relation of the pile groups and the shield tunnel can be found in Figure 2. The study area is between the right line design milestone YDK21 + 134.382 and the left line design milestone ZDK21 + 201.596. The tunnel is very close to the pile groups, and the minimum horizontal distance from the left line to the pile is 0.8 m. The distance between the right line and adjacent piles is 1.18 m, 1.20 m, and 1.64 m, respectively.

2.2. Site Condition. The construction site is situated on the marine-alluvial coastal plain. As shown in Figure 3, the stratum from ground surface to the depth of 60 m is divided into 7 layers in terms of soil characteristics, i.e., miscellaneous fill layer, brown to brown grey silty clay layer (CL-1), brown grey silt layer (ML), gray silty clay layer (CL-2), black grey to gray silty clay layer (CL-3), grayish yellow silty clay layer (CL-4), and yellowish brown silty clay layer (CL-5). The shield machine mainly crosses through the gray silty clay layer (CL-2) when arriving at the Shiyou Bridge. The groundwater in this area is Quaternary pore water which can be divided into phreatic water and confined water. The depth of phreatic water is 2.5 m–3.8 m, and the confined water mainly exists in the silt layer and sandy layer which is below the tunnel. Therefore, the influence of groundwater water is not considered during shield construction.

2.3. Mechanical Tests on Site Soil. According to the different soil layers, the undisturbed soil with seven depth points was drilled in the engineering site to carry out laboratory triaxial compression tests. At least 6 test soil samples were prepared for each layer of soil obtained at the site. And consolidated-undrained shear tests were conducted on samples under varying confining pressure between 100 kPa and 350 kPa with a pressure increment of 50 kPa. Figure 4 shows the stress-strain curves of the fifth layer soil under different confining pressures. From the test curves, it can be seen that with the increase of shear strain, the shear stress increases gradually, and the shear stress increases faster in the initial stage. When the shear strain increases to a certain extent, the increasing trend of shear stress slows down and gradually reaches its peak value. The strength parameters of the samples are shown in Table 1.

The soil samples were loaded repeatedly during the test. Figure 5 shows the stress-strain curves of the fourth layer soil under repeated loading, which can conclude that soil shows the softening characteristics under small confining pressure, but with the increase of the confining pressure, soil exhibits the hardening characteristics. The peak strengths of the soil samples increase as the confining pressure increase. The depth of shield tunneling is about 20 m, and the influence...
area of shield tunneling on pile foundation is mainly concentrated in the fourth layer of soil. Therefore, the hardening characteristics of soil should be taken into account in the constitutive model.

3. Numerical Simulation

3.1. Numerical Model. According to the overview of Tianjin Metro Line 7 project, there are many piles along the construction line. The finite element software Midas GTS was employed for numerical simulation. Considering the influence of boundary effects on the accuracy of the numerical results, the area with the most risk of construction was selected to build a 3D finite element model to analyze the influence of tunnel construction on 12 adjacent pile groups.
3.2. Constitutive Model and Calculation Parameters. The accuracy of numerical simulation results is mainly affected by two factors: the constitutive model and calculation parameters. Through the triaxial test, the main characteristic of the stress-strain curve of Tianjin soft soil studied in this paper is that it shows hardening behaviour with the increase of confining pressure. The applicability of various constitutive model geomaterials has been studied for typical Tianjin soft soil. The Mohr–Coulomb and Drucker–Prague constitutive models commonly used in numerical simulation do not reflect the hardening characteristic well. Since it is assumed that the shear strength of soft soil does not change with time, the modified Cambridge model is not adopted. Finally, the constitutive behaviour of soft soil is modelled with a modified Mohr–Coulomb model which can not only make up for the deficiency of the Mohr–Coulomb model but also simulate the hardening behaviour of soft soil. The modified Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model takes into account the correlation between soil stiffness and stress state and adopts double hardening modes in the shear direction and compression direction. Its yield criterion includes the nonlinear elastic part and the plastic part. In addition, compared with the Mohr–Coulomb model, the modified Mohr–Coulomb model is computationally more efficient.

The soil parameters adopted in the numerical simulation are mainly determined from correlating local investigated data and laboratory tests (Table 2). The piles, tunnel linings, shield body, and grout are treated as linear isotropic elastic materials. C50 (50 MPa cube strength) concrete was used in the tunnel linings, and C25 (25 MPa cube strength) concrete was used in the piles. Table 3 presents the parameters of bridge structure and materials.

In numerical calculation, the mechanical model of soil mass is highly nonlinear, and the soil-pile interface is discontinuous. These two factors lead to the nonconvergence problem in the calculation process. The piles studied in this paper belong to friction piles, whose bearing capacity mainly depends on the side friction of piles. Under the action of large extrusion force in shield construction, the pile-soil interface will produce dislocation slip. Therefore, the interface elements were used to simulate pile-soil interaction at the side and base of the piles. The interfaces are governed by shear stiffness $K_s$, normal stiffness $K_n$, and final shear force. The final shear force is the ultimate shear strength of the soil around the piles, which is obtained from laboratory tests. Zhu [51] adopted the field test to study the pile-soil contact relationship in silty clay. The results show that the shear stiffness increases with the increase of normal pressure of the pile body, and the value of $K_s$ is between 35.7 MPa/m and 102 MPa/m. Dong [52] studied the parameters of pile-soil interface through the field test. The results show that the $K_s$ value is between 1/10 and 1/100 of the $K_n$ value, and when the $K_s$ value exceeds the order of 0.1 MPa/m, the parameters of pile-soil interface are less affected, which is close to the results calculated by software. Based on the previous studies and continuous attempts in the software, the parameters of pile-soil interface used in the analyses are shown in Table 4.
machine was driven forward for 7 slices (each slice is of one ring width of 2 m), and shield elements were activated at the same time.

(3) The first slice of lining was activated after the excavation. Jacking forces were applied in front of the shield to simulate the jacking process.

(4) At the shield tail, the grouting layer was activated in the gap between the lining and the excavated soil. And radial pressures were applied at the soil periphery to simulate grouting pressures.

In the sequential excavation, at each construction step one slice of soil elements was deactivated in the model and the corresponding elements were activated or deactivated. During the construction simulation, there are 120 steps (one slice at each excavation step) in total; the left line was advancing first, and then the right line was excavated.

4. Selection of Protective Schemes

Shield tunneling will cause great disturbance to the surrounding soil and will have a great impact on adjacent pile groups, which will cause a certain degree of flexural deformation of pile foundation, further affecting the bearing capacity of pile foundation. Therefore, in order to ensure the safety of pile structure, it is essential to take some measures, among which shield construction parameters should be optimized first. According to previous experience and references [55–58], the disturbance of shield tunneling to soils can be reduced by controlling the face support pressure (200 kPa), synchronous grouting pressure (250 kPa), and jacking force (3500 kPa). In addition, the effective schemes to substantially reduce the influence caused by tunneling are reinforcement of soil or adjacent pile itself, isolation, and pile foundation underpinning. This paper will select suitable schemes through comprehensive consideration.

4.1. Deep-Hole Grouting Reinforcement Scheme. As shown in Figure 8(a), the implementation process of the deep-hole grouting scheme is to inject cement-sodium silicate slurry evenly in half or full section of the shield tunnel. The injected slurry is squeezed and infiltrated into the surrounding soil of the existing tunnel, which changes the physical and mechanical parameters of soil and the seepage path of groundwater. As the overall strength of soil increases, the extrusion force produced by shield tunneling is more consumed in the reinforced soil, thus reducing the influence of shield construction on pile group foundation. The grouting scheme has the advantages of low cost, low noise, and small vibration. Previous studies show that the deep-hole grouting reinforcement scheme can effectively reduce the ground settlement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil sample number</th>
<th>Stratum (Figure 3)</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Cohesion (kPa)</th>
<th>Friction angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Silty clay (CL-1)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Silt (ML)</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Silty clay (CL-2)</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Silty clay (CL-3)</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Silty clay (CL-4)</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Silty clay (CL-5)</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Stress-strain curves of silty clay (CL-2) under repeated loading.

Figure 6: Three-dimensional finite element model.
4.2. Grouting Reinforcement Scheme for Piles. Similar to the deep-hole grouting scheme, the existing pile group foundation is reinforced by grouting around the piles (Figure 8(b)). Grouting improves the mechanical properties of soil around piles, forms pile-side soil, and pile group foundation as a whole with high strength. Moreover, the mechanical properties of pile-soil interface are improved after grouting. The skin friction of pile is brought into full play, and the bearing capacity of pile foundation is also improved. However, due to the pile foundation studied in this paper is as long as 40m, the grouting reinforcement scheme around the pile foundation is difficult to construct. So it is not recommended to adopt this scheme.

4.3. Isolation Piles and Partition Wall Schemes. Figure 9 presents the schemes of isolation piles and partition wall. Shield tunneling will produce a large extrusion force during the construction. The extrusion force is transmitted to the pile foundation by surrounding soil as a medium, which has a great impact on the pile foundation. In order to minimize the transmission of this force, isolation piles or partition wall is installed between pile foundation and tunnel. The rigidity of isolation structure is used to block the extrusion force in the construction process so as to control the deformation of the surrounding soil and protect the nearby pile group foundation. Previous studies show that this scheme can relieve the existing piles from suffering from differential displacement, thereby improving the mechanical performance of piles. However, the implementation of the isolation scheme is greatly affected by construction site, and the distance between pile foundation and shield tunnel is also limited. When the tunnel is too close to the piles, the construction of isolation structure will cause settlement of the soil and will also have a certain impact on the pile foundation. There are many pile groups along the construction line, and the minimum distance from the pile to the tunnel side is 0.8m. Therefore, it is impractical to adopt the isolation schemes.

4.4. Pile Foundation Underpinning Scheme. Shield tunneling has a greater influence on the bearing capacity of pile foundation, thus affecting the safety of bridge structure. Figure 10(a) shows the active pile underpinning technology. By establishing new pile foundation, the load acting on the existing pile foundation can be transferred to the underpinning piles through underpinning beams. During shield construction, most of the external load will be loaded on the new pile foundation, resulting in settlement of the new pile foundation. The passive pile underpinning technology is to enlarge the structure of the pile caps and form a new pile group bearing system with new piles and existing piles, as presented in Figure 10(b). The new pile foundations share part of the upper load, so as to improve the bearing capacity of the existing pile foundation. The passive pile underpinning scheme can be applied to the project studied in this paper.

5. Comparative Analysis of Protective Schemes

According to the actual conditions of the construction site, two suitable protective schemes were selected: the deep-hole grouting reinforcement scheme and pile foundation underpinning scheme. And two different finite element models (Figure 11) were generated to further select the better scheme of the two protective schemes. In the simulation of the deep-hole grouting scheme, the grouting depth is 0.5m, and the whole section is grouted before shield excavation. Each step of shield propulsion is one ring, and grouting is ahead of one step of shield excavation. In the scheme of pile foundation underpinning, a total of four caps were enlarged.
and eight pile foundations were added before tunnel excavation, as shown in Figure 11(b). In the calculation results, vertical displacement of bridge, settlement of ground surface, lateral deformation of piles, and bending moment of piles were selected as reference values to compare and analyze the mitigating effect of the two schemes.

5.1. Vertical Displacement of Bridge. Figure 12 compares the calculation result of vertical displacement of the whole model after shield tunneling for three schemes. It is shown that the settlement of bridge caused by tunnel construction is obviously reduced after adopting protective schemes. Among them, the maximum settlement without protection is about 8.0 mm. In the schemes of pile foundation underpinning and deep-hole grouting, the maximum settlement is about 2.9 mm and 4.4 mm, respectively, which reduced approximately 63.2% and 45.4%. Such reductions infer that the deep-hole grouting scheme has better effect on reducing the overall settlement. From the calculation result, it can be seen that the caps and the corresponding superstructure have experienced almost the same settlement due to the use of concrete elastic materials. Furthermore, it can be found from Figure 12(c) that after tunnel excavation, the bridge structure (including bridge deck, piers, and caps) has a large settlement, especially the settlement of superstructure of pile group foundation (F2) is the largest (about 7.8 mm), which shows that shield tunneling indeed has a great impact on the stability of bridge structure. In contrast with Figure 12(a), it is clear that the settlement of the whole bridge is significantly reduced after deep-hole grouting, and the settlement distribution is similar to that of the unreinforced scheme. This is due to the grouting improves the strength of surrounding soil, thus reducing the influence of

---

**Figure 7:** Finite element simulation of shield tunneling.

**Figure 8:** Grouting reinforcement scheme: (a) deep-hole grouting; (b) grouting for pile.
tunnel excavation on the whole bridge. Compared with the pile foundation underpinning scheme in Figure 12(b), it is obvious that the overall settlement of bridge as well as the settlement difference of adjacent piers is the smallest in three schemes. After the reinforcement of pile group foundations of F1, F2, F11, and F12, the settlement of the corresponding superstructure decreases significantly, while the maximum settlement occurs on the superstructures of F5 and F6. The underpinning pile foundation is used to reinforce the bridge structure, and when the tunnel is excavated, the load is transferred to the underpinned piles to replace the adjacent piles to bear the load, which makes the structure more stable in force and more uniform in settlement. The results show that the bridge is safe at the end of tunnel excavation. The deep-hole grouting scheme reduces the settlement of the whole bridge structure, and the settlement distribution of the bridge is similar to that of the unreinforced scheme. The pile foundation underpinning scheme has better effect on the settlement control of bridge structure. The settlement distribution of bridge structure has changed, and the settlement of the superstructure of reinforced pile foundation has been greatly reduced.
5.2. Settlement of Ground Surface. Tunnel excavation will cause surface subsidence, thus forming settlement trough, and the presence of pile foundation underneath the surface would alter the trough shape. Figure 13 is obtained from the ground settlement data at the tunnel longitudinal \( Y = 42 \) (affected by F2 pile foundation) and \( Y = 55 \) m (not affected by the pile foundations). From Figure 13(a), the maximum settlement of the ground is exactly where the cap is located, and the settlement of the cap is much larger than that of the ground, which indicates that the tunnel construction has a greater impact on the bridge structure than the soil. The deep-hole grouting scheme greatly reduces the ground settlement, but the settlement at F2 is still relatively large. The pile foundation underpinning scheme not only reduces
the influence of pile foundation on soil settlement but also reduces the ground settlement due to the reinforcement of F2. It can be seen from Figure 13(b) that the three settlement curves are symmetrical according to the center line of the two tunnels. When the tunnel is excavated directly, the settlement curve is V-shaped, and the maximum ground settlement reaches about 3.1 mm. In the pile foundation underpinning scheme and deep-hole grouting scheme, it can be found that obvious settlement troughs are formed on the ground surface after tunnel construction. Furthermore, the maximum ground subsidence under the two protective schemes is about 1.8 mm, and their ground settlement curves basically coincide with each other, which shows that the control effect of two schemes on ground settlement is similar, and the effect is both remarkable (reduce about 41.9%).

The measured data of ground surface deformation during shield excavation were obtained in a section of Tianjin Metro [59]. The measured results of surface subsidence are shown in Figure 14, and the final surface subsidence is less than 4 mm. It can be seen that the measured results of the similar project in the same area are basically consistent with the calculated results, which can verify that the calculated results obtained by the finite element method are reliable in this study.

5.3. Lateral Deformation of Piles. The squeezing action of shield tunneling will cause a certain horizontal displacement of the adjacent pile foundation. When the external load continues to be applied on the deformed pile foundation, the pile foundation will be in an unfavorable state of eccentric compression, which is extremely harmful to the pile foundation. Therefore, it is essential to discuss and analyze the lateral deformation of piles as an important parameter. After the completion of shield construction, the horizontal displacement in the direction of tunnel excavation is smaller than that in the direction perpendicular to the tunnel excavation. For this reason, the data of the latter were selected as shown in Figure 15. According to the calculation results, the maximum lateral deformation of pile foundation is about 8.4 mm without reinforcement. Referring to the Technical Code for Building Pile Foundation (JGJ 94—2008) [60], the lateral deformation of pile foundation of sensitive building should not exceed 6 mm, and the lateral deformation of pile foundation of general building should be less than 10 mm. It means that the lateral deformation of some piles has exceeded the alarm value stipulated in the code, and these piles would be in a dangerous working state. Therefore, it is necessary to take some mitigation measures to protect the piles. The maximum lateral deformation of pile foundation is reduced to 5.1 mm and 3.1 mm after pile foundation underpinning and deep-hole grouting, respectively, which are dramatically less than the deformation for piles without protection. Figure 15(d) shows the lateral deformation of the pile foundation only 0.8 m away from the tunnel. It can be observed that the maximum lateral deformation occurs at a depth of about 20 m, which coincides with the tunnel depth. The lateral deformation of pile foundation is obviously decreased after two protective schemes were adopted. And lateral deformation of the pile after deep-hole grouting is the lowest, which can deduce that the deep-hole grouting scheme can lead to a better mechanical performance of the piles which interact with soil.

5.4. Bending Moment of Piles. In the model, the direction of the unit coordinate system of pile foundation is different from that of the model coordinate system. The Y direction of
Figure 14: Measured settlement data: surface settlement at (a) each measuring point and (b) different dates.

Figure 15: Continued.
the unit coordinate system of pile foundation is the X direction of the model coordinate system (perpendicular to the direction of tunneling), and the Z direction of the unit coordinate system is the Y direction of the model coordinate system (the direction of tunneling). Figure 16 shows the distribution of bending moment along the piles in three schemes. As it can be observed in Figure 16, the extrusion force produced by shield tunneling does cause a significant increase in the bending moment of piles, especially those near the tunnel. The maximum bending moment appears at the corresponding depth of the tunnel, and the influence range of shield tunneling on the bending moment of the pile body is about one time of the diameter of the tunnel. The results show that two protective schemes significantly reduced the influence on internal force of piles during the shield tunneling and these two schemes reduce the maximum bending moment of piles by 39.9% and 34.8%, respectively. After shield tunneling, F1 and F11 pile group foundations are most affected, but in terms of bending moment, they can withstand the corresponding horizontal deformation. By comparing Figures 16(a)–16(c), it is clear that the protective effectiveness of the deep-hole grouting scheme is better than that of pile foundation underpinning during the construction process. In view of this, it is suggested to adopt the deep-hole grouting scheme to protect the pile groups.

5.5. Discussion. By comparing the calculated results of stress and deformation of pile groups, bridge structure, and soil all decrease drastically, which shows that the protective effect is obvious. However, there are still some differences between the two schemes. Among them, the deep-hole grouting scheme has better control effect on the lateral deformation and bending moment of the pile body, while the pile foundation underpinning scheme has better effectiveness on reducing the settlement of bridge structure and ground deformation. The disadvantage of the pile underpinning scheme is that the horizontal displacement of piles close to the tunnel is still relatively large after tunneling, and this technology would be limited by the construction site. Pile underpinning construction not only has a long construction period but also affects the traffic on the bridge. Besides, the properties of soft soil may be worse in the actual tunnel site, and the deep-hole grouting scheme can improve the mechanical properties of soil and ensure the stability of tunnel structure during the metro operation. Therefore, based on the comparative analysis of above two schemes, the deep-hole grouting reinforcement scheme is a better choice.

As this project is still in the stage of design demonstration, there is no comparative analysis between monitoring data and calculated results. But according to the analysis of calculated results and previous measured data, it can be considered that the calculated results in this paper are reliable and can play a guiding role in engineering safety assessment. Due to the limitation of numerical calculation and the assumptions in finite element analysis, it is difficult to make quantitative and accurate prediction of engineering. Therefore, according to the calculation results and engineering experience, more monitoring points should be arranged in sensitive structures, and more attention should be paid to monitoring. Real-time monitoring should be carried out on the deformation of bridge during the shield
construction. When it is found that the monitoring data exceed the alarm value, it should be warned in time to ensure the smooth advancing of tunnel.

6. Conclusions

The engineering construction area studied is located between Lijiang Road station and Tumor Hospital station of Tianjin Metro Line 7. The left and right lines are located in the center of the Shiyou Bridge, and the whole shield tunnel is extremely close to pile groups, the nearest distance is only 0.8 m. Therefore, it is vital to select an appropriate protective scheme to guarantee the safety of bridge structure during the tunneling construction and, subsequently, metro operation. In view of this, through laboratory tests, the main characteristics and mechanical parameters of site soil were determined. A three-dimensional finite element model was carried out to compare and analyze stress and deformation of the bridge after excavation for three cases. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) In the numerical model, a thickness-free contact element is used to simulate the pile-soil interaction behavior which is controlled by three parameters: normal stiffness modulus $K_n$, tangential stiffness modulus $K_t$, and ultimate shear force. The results show that when the stiffness modulus of the contact element exceeds $10^7$ Pa/m, the parameters of pile foundation and soil will be less affected with the increase of the stiffness modulus. With the increase of normal pressure, the tangential stiffness modulus rises gradually, and the tangential stiffness modulus of pile foundation in silty clay is between 35.7 MPa and 102 MPa. The value of the normal stiffness modulus is 10 times of the tangential stiffness modulus.

(2) The calculation results show that the overall settlement of ground and the superstructure of bridge is large during shield tunneling without the protective scheme, and the horizontal displacement of the adjacent pile foundation exceeds the safety value of the code. Therefore, protective schemes of shield tunneling are carried out from three aspects: disturbance source, transfer medium, and disturbance object.

(3) Comparing various protective schemes, the suitable deep-hole grouting scheme and pile foundation underpinning scheme are selected and analyzed. It is found that the reinforcement effect of the two schemes is obvious: the deformation and stress of pile groups, bridge structure, and soil are obviously controlled, and the shield can smoothly and safely pass through the complex pile groups. The difference between the two schemes is that the deep-hole grouting scheme has better control effect on the lateral deformation and bending moment of pile group foundations, while the pile foundation...
underpinning scheme has better effectiveness on reducing the settlement of bridge structure and ground deformation. Considering that pile foundation underpinning requires a long construction period and the construction process will affect traffic on the bridge, the deep-hole grouting reinforcement scheme is suggested to protect pile groups in this project. Although this study cannot reveal the perfect working mechanism of the reinforcement measures due to the limits of the numerical model, such conclusions can show the basic principles of designing a similar protective scheme.
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